NS2 PROJECTS

I. **NS2 BASED MANET**

1. Trust-Based Task Assignment With Multiobjective Optimization in Service-Oriented Ad Hoc Networks *(IEEE 2017).*
3. A Coalition Formation Game for Distributed Node Clustering in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks *(IEEE 2017).*
4. Social Norm Incentives for Network Coding in Manets *(IEEE 2017).*

II. **NS2 BASED WSN**


III. **NS2 BASED NETWORK SECURIT**

IV. **NS2 BASED SDN**


V. **NS2 BASED VANET**


VI. **NS2 BASED BODY AREA NETWORK**


VII. **NS2 BASED PROTOCOL ANALYSIS**


VIII. NS2 BASED UNDERWATER SENSOR NETWORK
